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Wikimedia Documentation
Recognizing the pretension ways to get this book wikimedia documentation is additionally useful. You have remained in right site to begin getting this info. acquire the wikimedia documentation associate that we allow here and check out the link.
You could buy lead wikimedia documentation or get it as soon as feasible. You could speedily download this wikimedia documentation after getting deal. So, similar to you require the books swiftly, you can straight get it. It's for that reason totally easy and suitably fats, isn't it? You have to favor to in this broadcast
When you click on My Google eBooks, you'll see all the books in your virtual library, both purchased and free. You can also get this information by using the My library link from the Google Books homepage. The simplified My Google eBooks view is also what you'll see when using the Google Books app on Android.
Wikimedia Documentation
Overview. Technical documentation refers to any documentation that contains information regarding a technical product, process, or task.. Documentation for Wikimedia projects is widely spread across different wikis and websites. This page focuses on technical documentation for MediaWiki and related software.. Documentation pages
Documentation - MediaWiki
jQuery.i18nJS. Interface text localisation with support for CLDR plural rules, language fallbacks, Banana JSON files, and more. Project homepage; Source code
Wikimedia Open Source
Existing template documentation At Wikimedia Commons, it is recommended to use {{TemplateBox}} with either useTemplateData=1 or useTemplateData=only on the /doc subpage and transcluding it with {{Documentation}} into the template. <nowiki>-tags can be wrapped around the arguments, if required, to avoid templates being expanded. Newly created template documentation and imports
Template:Documentation - Wikimedia Commons
This is a tracking category, a category intended to build and maintain a list of pages primarily for the sake of the list itself. Rather than being created for navigation, these categories are used to track templates for various reasons such as to maintain a list of pages that may need to be edited en masse later (e.g. to update deprecated syntaxes), to be used by bots, or to aggregate the ...
Category:Template documentation - Wikimedia Commons
Create a new incident report. Deal with the issue (See also Incident response).; Decide whether to write a lightweight or full-length report.; Create a page for your report using one of the forms below. Lightweight report ():
Incident documentation - Wikitech - Wikimedia
Category:Legal documentation. From the Wikimedia Foundation Governance Wiki. Jump to navigation Jump to search. Subcategories. This category has the following 8 subcategories, out of 8 total. C Contest rules (1 P) Contracts and agreements (1 P)
Category:Legal documentation - Wikimedia Foundation ...
Detailed documentation can be put on the template talk page. This method is typically mixed with the noinclude-strategy on the template page, with a reference to the talk page, and perhaps a summary. Contents
Help:Template documentation - Meta - Wikimedia
Wikimedia is a global movement whose mission is to bring free educational content to the world. Through various projects , chapters , and the support structure of the non-profit Wikimedia Foundation, Wikimedia strives to bring about a world in which every single human being can freely share in the sum of all knowledge.
Wikimedia
Introduction. The MediaWiki Action API is a web service that allows access to some wiki-features like authentication, page operations, and search. It can provide meta information about the wiki and the logged-in user.. Uses for the MediaWiki Action API. Monitor a MediaWiki installation; Create a bot to maintain a MediaWiki installation; Log into a wiki, access data, and post changes by making ...
API:Main page - MediaWiki
Its documentation, located at www.mediawiki.org, is released under the Creative Commons BY-SA 3.0 license and partly in the public domain. Specifically, the manuals and other content at MediaWiki.org are Creative Commons -licensed, while the set of help pages intended to be freely copied into fresh wiki installations and/or distributed with MediaWiki software is public domain.
MediaWiki - Wikipedia
MediaWiki core Documentation. Name. jQuery
MediaWiki core - Documentation - Wikimedia
MediaWiki is a WikiWiki, meaning that anyone can easily edit any article and have those changes posted immediately. The software contains a lot of Documentation, also. The name "MediaWiki" was coined by Wikipedia contributor Daniel Mayer as a play on Wikimedia . Before that, the software was known as "Wikipedia software Phase III".
Documentation: Introduction - Meta
The Wikimedia Foundation, Inc is a nonprofit charitable organization dedicated to encouraging the growth, development and distribution of free, multilingual content, and to providing the full content of these wiki-based projects to the public free of charge.
documentation – Wikimedia Foundation
The Wikimedia Foundation, Inc is a nonprofit charitable organization dedicated to encouraging the growth, development and distribution of free, multilingual content, and to providing the full content of these wiki-based projects to the public free of charge.
Technology – Wikimedia Foundation
Wikimedia documention templates is a very useful list of templates that can enhance your technical documentaton on Wikitech. MediaWiki Technical Documentation Style Guide; Technical documentation templates and suggestions on MediaWiki. You may find something useful here you would like to import to your documentation on Wikitech.
Technical documentation checklist and templates - Wikitech
Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.2 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts.
Wikimedia:Text of the GNU Free Documentation License ...
Retrieved from "http://mediawiki.ivao.aero/index.php?title=Main_Page&oldid=11878"
IVAO - International Virtual Aviation Organisation
Templates are a very powerful feature of MediaWiki, but can be confusing to new users and even experienced users can have difficulty making sense of the more complex ones.Templates should therefore be accompanied by documentation to improve usability.. Template documentation should explain what a template does and how to use it. It should be simple enough that a user without complete knowledge ...
Wikipedia:Template documentation - Wikipedia
user_agent (str) – The user agent string to use when making requests; defults to a library version but per the MediaWiki API documentation it recommends setting a unique one and not using the library’s default user-agent string
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